Chapters 1-2

True/False
Indicate whether the statement is true or false.

____	1.	The simplest form of a network is a client/server network.

____	2.	Very large peer-to-peer networks have emerged to take advantage of the Internet.

____	3.	Clients on a client/server network share their resources directly with each other.

____	4.	To prepare to enter the networking field, a student should master a number of general networking technologies.

____	5.	Hands-on experience to improve networking hardware and software skills is important when attempting to enter the networking field.

____	6.	Standards assist in network design.

____	7.	Network functions are associated with only one layer of the OSI model.

____	8.	The Application layer includes software applications.

____	9.	All Transport layer protocols are concerned with reliability.

____	10.	IEEE has divided the Transport layer into two sublayers.

Multiple Choice
Identify the choice that best completes the statement or answers the question.

____	11.	Which statement describes an advantage of networks?



____	12.	Which network model ensures that no computer on the network has more authority than another?










____	13.	A common way of sharing resources on a peer-to-peer network is by modifying the ____ controls using the computer’s operating system.










____	14.	A ____ facilitates communication and resource sharing between other computers on the network.










____	15.	____ networks are the most popular type of network for medium- and large-scale organizations.


____	16.	A ____ network is confined to a relatively small space.










____	17.	Often, separate LANs are interconnected and rely on several ____ running many different applications and managing resources other than data.










____	18.	A ____ network connects clients and servers from multiple buildings.



____	19.	A ____ is a specialized device that allows multiple networks or multiple parts of one network to connect and exchange data.










____	20.	Which network topology is the most common?










____	21.	____ are the distinct units of data that are exchanged between nodes on a network.










____	22.	____ services refer to the capability of a server to share data files, applications, and disk storage space.










____	23.	____ services allow remote users to connect to the network.










____	24.	The phenomenon of offering multiple types of communications services on the same network is known as ____.










____	25.	Which type of service supports e-mail?










____	26.	____ provide a Web-based client for checking e-mail.










____	27.	Security auditing is handled by ____.










____	28.	Dependability is a characteristic of ____.










____	29.	Which statement describes a certification drawback?










____	30.	Which certification requires candidates to pass lab exams?










____	31.	Standards define the ____ performance of a product or service.










____	32.	The goal of ____ is to establish international technological standards to facilitate the global exchange of information and barrier free trade.



___	33.	The ____ is a specialized United Nations agency that provides developing countries with technical expertise and equipment to advance those nations’ technological bases.










____	34.	____ oversees the IAB (Internet Architecture Board).










____	35.	Which statement accurately describes the OSI model?










____	36.	Which OSI model layer initiates the flow of information?





____	37.	Which OSI model layer manages data encryption?










____	38.	In which OSI model layer does TCP operate?




____	39.	Which type of protocol is useful when data must be transferred quickly?










____	40.	Transport layer protocols break large data units into ____.




____	41.	____ is the process of reconstructing segmented data.











____	42.	Each network node has ____ types of addresses.




____	43.	The process of determining the best path from Point A on one network to Point B on another is known as ____.




____	44.	In which OSI model layer does IP operate?











____	45.	Which Data Link sublayer manages flow control?




____	46.	Which Data Link sublayer manages access to the physical medium?




____	47.	The ____ is a fixed number associated with a device’s NIC.











____	48.	In which OSI model layer do hubs operate?










____	49.	In which OSI model layer(s) do NICs operate?



____	50.	Which IEEE standard describes Ethernet?

